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THE KEYS OF Enoch

Review by Gladys Iris Clark

In the study of the 64 Keys of Enoch we learned that the author of the 600-page book, a doctor of Oriental languages, and a devout seeker of Truth, prayed for enlightenment; whereupon Enoch, who walked with God and was taken up, Genesis 5:24 and Hebrews 11:5, appeared before him saying, "Are you ready?"

Then a field of LIGHT encompassed the neophyte and he was sped upward into the heavens. Dr. James J. Hurtak was shown that the major programming center for our earth is a midway station of Arcturus serving the Galactic council of the Father. He was shown the network and courts used by the spiritual Brotherhoods who adjudicate decisions pertaining to the planets in our region of space.

Hurtak wrote: "I was taken from Arcturus through a series of tesselations which seemed to be of a different 'Light' density, where multiple, saddle-shaped concentric fields intersected so that a threshold was formed running through the star space connected with Orion." From there he exchanged his coarser body for a body of Light where dwell the Brotherhoods of Light. Again he was introduced to the Archangel Metatron who took him into the presence of the Father in a great field of Light. This was through the door of omega Orion and into the Pyramid of Living Light, the Throne, where the Ancient of Days presides.

Briefly, Hurtak was enabled to see and comprehend the Office of the Christ. He was told to prepare a scroll coded unto him from the divine scroll of Light explaining how the Seven Seals of Revelation will be broken as all measures of science from the metaphysical, to the biophysical, to the astro-physical are attuned to a new spiritual revelation in the name of Ayer Asher Ayheh, I Am that I Am. This scroll will bring forth a new cosmology of consciousness in explaining how the Brotherhood of Light will work with those of the human race who accept the promise of a New Life in the myriad other universes.

In other words the long expected prophecy wherein Science and Religion will be unified is now being fulfilled and that one day there will be a Theocracy in government. Not in our life time will this happen but perhaps before this Aquarian Age ends.

How does this all come about? Through understanding the complexities of the Pyramid. Through Mantras, which act as sound waves
that instantly follow a network of Grid systems in and on every dimension of Space, enlightening the receptive minds intuitively as well as bringing higher frequencies to the areas through which it passes. We learn that the earth is undergoing renewal along with human-kind and hopefully will regain its proper positional angle at the equator.

THE GOLDEN ESSENCE OF LOVE

Before getting deep into the 64 keys of the divine scroll that Hurtak was to give to the world as the New Age teaching, his consciousness was overcome with the essence of Cosmic Love. In Love was the essence and Golden was the Tone.

The space vehicle that bore him into the heavens with Enoch is called Merkabah in the Hebrew language, a type such as Enoch said was Wheels within Wheels as described by Ezekiel. Merkabah is a celestial Light vehicle used by the Brotherhood to probe and reach the faithful in the many dimensions of the divine mind. The Merkabah can take on many forms of a brilliant briolette in the physical worlds. Hence is viability to appear and to disappear interchangeably as has been reported by fortunate people here on earth. The classification would definitely be ETHERIC, not especially interplanetary.

The principals in Enoch’s teaching (he was the father of Methusala and the son of Jared, making him about the 7th from Adam) are Melchizedek, Metatron and the Archangel Michael, as well as Christ Jesus, Moses and Elijah -- who also was taken up in a Merkabah and did not see death. These great Beings, as well as those in the Eastern doctrine, such as Buddha, Krishna, Lao Tse, Zoroaster and others, appear to form triangles or triads that cannot be destroyed by negative
forces. The fallen hierarchies who have control of our three dimensional world are now being set back or removed from their once static plane in the region of Ursa Major and Ursa Minor. The Astral world is being cleansed and purified as great forward strides are occurring constantly.

BE AWARE OF YOUR HIGHER BODIES

The purpose of these teachings is to break the bonds that have chained humanity to the physical world of three dimensions and to acquaint us with the reality of SELF in its Shekinah glory. We learn in these exalted teachings that we have been equipped with sheaths or bodies to use as we enter the higher reaches of SPACE. We own bodies of Electromagnetic, Epikinetic, Ecka, a Gematrian body of Inner Light and a Zohar body of outer Light. As a matter of fact our education has only been a surface teaching and before mankind can ever emerge from this endless round of rebirth he must lay hold of his higher self, bring the OVERSOUL into every day consciousness.

As our consciousness lifts to the awareness of the higher Powers, Thrones, Virtues, Principalities, Dominions, orders of Angels and Arch Angels and their functions, our bodies become more Light and we begin to use the holy Seraphim (Mars) and Cherubim (Moon) as messengers of Light. We begin to feel with this newly discovered body equipment, and through our Third Eye we become aware of pictographs of extensions of sight into more lofty forms of creation. The electromagnetic body gets a toning, the molecular structure begins to take a less ponderous feeling as if walking on air at times.

In the study of the 64 Keys we are learning a new dimension of Sound, Light and Color. We are leaving our old worn out fields of materiality and learning how to balance our energy fields and to activate the crystals through out the entire body. It is a new language of Light and Harmonics. We begin to feel the presence of the Luminaries. They impart to our higher consciousness frequencies that connect the membrane and chemistry of our bodies with the Celestial membrane of the universe.

This Book of Knowledge brings into focus all the missing elements that education has overlooked and implants it into our waking consciousness that we might know the heights, the depths and the expanded width of our Universe of Light in which we live and move and have our Being. The Pyramid unfolds its carbon copy of the Atom and through its grid system we learn that triangles are formed from this precise center of the Earth, to Megiddo, to Bathsheba, to Bethlehem, the place of birth, as it were, of the trifold nature of our humanity. We also learn of the sacred grids in Altea America as they correspond to those in China and Tibet as well as those connected to the Pyramid. The Moslem's holy city of Mecca is part of a triangle of Grids, now revealed as a black cube upon which the holy Hierarchy is attempting to cover with a golden pyramid. The diresome prophecy of Armageddon is being cancelled.
and reversed by the power of the Holy Language of Mantras aimed to lift up the earth Vortexja in that region. The New Jerusalem spoken of in St. John's Revelation is surely in the making, the pattern of which is already established. (To be concluded in the next Journal).

Dr. James J. Hurtak and his wife Desiree have formed the Academy for Future Science to help carry on their work. They are available for lectures. Copies of "The Keys of Enoch" are $35.00 postpaid. It is beautifully printed, bound and illustrated. Their address is PO Box FE, Los Gatos, California 95031.

Hurtak is a high-tech scientist who has successfully bridged the gap between Science and Religion. The approach to the Mysteries of Space is from the Western Mystery Tradition and its Topography of the Universe, the Tree of Life of the Cabala.

Here we have reproduced the Tree of Life from the Golden Dawn tradition of MacGregor-Mathers, Aleister Crowley and Dion Fortune.

Metatron is the Archangel of the First Ray of Power and is supposed to have inspired the first teachings of the Cabala.

We show His position on the Tree, also the Seraphim of Mars, on the Pillar of Severity, and the Cherubim of the Moon, on the Central Pillar, because They are mentioned in the text. The other Sephiroth on the Tree also have their Angel forces, ready to be called into action when properly invoked, such as the Malachim of the Christ when doing healing work.
"This brief is a summary of my knowledge and experiences concerning the operations of ultradimensional -- and apparently extra-terrestrial also -- beings of Insectoid, mentalist, and Central-Sun disconnected nature who have for millennia -- at least -- been trying to subvert the normal spiritual-evolutionary processes here on earth."

As a student of the Cabala, your Editor would say that these Insectoids from Ursa Major are the Qliphoth of Tiphareth on the Tree of Life, the evil aspect of the Christ center. They are not disconnected from the Central Sun but the obverse of it, and serve the Light by opposing it.

"Most of humanity are content to live lives sufficiently circumscribed by social and religious taboos that they are never directly aware of any struggle over the direction their lives take individually, much less en masse. And there are good reasons for this -- the mass mind offers a measure of protection against the direct impact of the basic issues of life. But the price of this ignorance is, in the end, very steep. In the individual case it can cost the opportunity to complete personal evolution, and for humanity in toto can mean a planet destroyed or committed permanently to involution or mechanical crystallization.

"The mass-mind itself is usually largely under the control of the sort of nether powers whose activities I have been compelled to recognize in the course of developing knowledge of Cosmic Resonance as a method of personal and cultural betterment. The more one separates from the mass in the course of development, the more interest from ultra-dimensionals is attracted, both helpful and hindering, as well as curious.

"In the 1950s a point of technical knowledge and cultural sophistication based on this knowledge -- mostly not wisdom -- was reached such that mankind began to be faced with the choice of conscious evolution or mechanical involution, a choice not faced en masse since Atlantis. The nature of the ultra-dimensional sponsors of these developments is such that those aiding..."
conscious evolution work as openly as safety will allow; whereas those opposing this development will fully prefer to work as covertly as possible, although their tools may be very brazen. These latter types recognize that the majority of people would agree to their scheme of being if their true motives were known. So many devious disguises and ruses have been developed by them to sugar-coat their skullduggery. In the face of the communications and transport revolutions in the post World War II era, the mentors of the natural, Central-sum connected evolution have had to selectively focus their attention on the most committed people, while the remainder of humanity has had to draw on 'space brothers' and the like with rather mixed results.

DISCRIMINATION IS SORELY NEEDED

"The 'space brothers' are of both broad types -- and neither -- pro conscious evolution or mechanical involution. The majority of people have only their cultural ideas of right and wrong and their 'will to be' developed over the course of all their lifetimes to draw on in aiding them to discriminate as to the source of contacts and concepts coming from beyond the dimension of ordinary life. Those consciously committed to their evolution also have the assistance of those others who went before them.

"Given this polyglot background of humanity, and the casual, even careless methods of contact with the ultradimensionals practiced by all too many metaphysical students -- channeling, etc., mostly etc.-- it is no wonder the results of the contacts are so mixed.

"The situation that developed among some of the leaders of the U.S. Psychotronics Association is a microcosm of a much larger picture one which I will briefly sketch, insofar as my resources permit; for some have been subjected to all sorts of influences from ultradimensionals of Insectoid and mentalist character. I have reason to think that these intelligences are of the nether sort and are in fact the same group that has steadily harassed me in my astrosonics work. The entities have apparently targeted Peter Kelly as a threat since he evidently not only knows of these intelligences and disagrees with their purposes but knows how to effectively defend himself against them. Setting people against each other is one main tactic this group uses, knowing that few are able to detect the source of aggravated interpersonal discord. They then are in a good position to initiate trouble between people, starting with the most influenced party, to either destroy or enlist the other party.

"I have learned that some of my difficulties as a child were due to the interferences of a gargoyle employed by the Insectoids as an agent provocateur. Apparently they wanted to interfere with the course of destiny they knew would result in my learning of their scheme to attempt to take over the planet, and in my discovery of the means whereby this could be averted, through proper use of Cosmic Resonance.

"I have become acquainted with some of the persons the Insectoids
won to their cause and knew of others. Apparently these beings have been around and interested in annexing this planet to their empire for a long time. The Hopi Indians have been open to extradimensional sources since time immemorial, and the Insectoids are included among their contacts. The Flute clan reveres Twitter and Tweeter, two grasshopper-like Kachinas who are very much like the two grasshopper-form space-intelligences (SIs) of psychic-mentalist Ted Owens, whose exploits in the SI's interest initially became known to me through Owens' accounts in Saga magazine.

"My two contacts with Owens via phone first and phone and letter seven years later were not very pleasant, due to his irascible temperament and probably the SI intents toward me. Indeed, some of my friends in Miami had to do a special invocation with 300 participants to ward off a hurricane Owens directed at Miami with SI backing. The storm hit Miami only a glancing blow because of this, while Owens bragged about this in a letter received by a mutual friend. Owens has been trained by the Insectoids from an early age, having had etheric modifications -- implants no doubt -- made by the SIs to his right brain. This is a consistent pattern showing in all of their recruitment attempts, successful or not."

The Twitter and Tweeter drawing above is by Ted Owens for his book, "How To Contact Space People" and published by Gray Barker years ago. Owens wrote: "In 1965 I discovered it was actually UFOs that I was dealing with, and not Nature. The UFOs gave me a system to use to call upon them, just as if I'd pick up the phone and talk. They showed me, in my mind's eye, a small chamber. Inside the chamber were two small creatures resembling grasshoppers, and insect-like but standing on two legs. These creatures looked down into an oval machine. In it they could see me. If I talked they heard the sound, but the machine quickly turned the sound into symbols, then the
Ted Owens is proud of this self-photo taken in a mirror, with the black, horned face peering over his right shoulder, with gleaming eyes and mouth. We outlined the head for emphasis of black on black. Note the suggestion of horns rising out of Ted's head. Is this his Dweller on the Threshold? Or another Fallen Hierarch from Ursa Major?

thing that presents the SIs with difficulty. They operate through what they call 'time windows', producing physical effects upon our world from their world. Their world, they tell me, is another dimension."

"Other recruits or attempted recruits of which I have personal knowledge show a similar pattern," writes Heleus, "with modifications being the involvement of drugs such as alcohol and ketamine. As examples of the drug angle there is the tragedy of Marcia Moore, the famous astrologer/yogini, who got into regressive hypnosis work and then ketamine experiments which got her into a space where she could be trapped then forfeited her life.

"The Insectoids claimed to me through a channel that they were taking good care of her on a planet in a nearby star system, along with Joel Valentich, Australian pilot whose plane was engulfed by one of the Insectoid's craft over the Tasman Sea in 1979. Information direct from the Insectoids is not much to be trusted, though some of it cross-checks. They claimed thru the gargoyle agent to be from Dubhe in Ursa Major, and this agrees with the messages received by psychics about Valentich being abducted 'by those of the Great Bear', but the
distance given was much too great. Dubhe is only 92 light years off. Supposedly, Valentich and Moore were to be returned in 'trained' condition, Moore's decapitated skull was positively identified from dental records, having been found only after a protracted and sensationalized search only three miles from her home in the Seattle area. The Cosmic Awareness Communications people had also, like hundreds of other psychic sources, not gotten the truth of what happened to Marcia Moore. The Insectoids are past masters at misleading channels; but CAC did get the Ketamine connection as a channel for the 'alien force' -- negative ultradimensional. While I never met Uri Geller, some of his contacts appear to fit the pattern and he may have been a tool of the Insectoids, in Israel."

THE CHIRP OF A CRICKET

There is support for Heleus' observation, plenty of it, in Dr. Andrij Puharich's book on "Uri," published by Doubleday in 1974. Here's one night time experience when Uri, his girlfriend Iris, and Dr. Puharich were out driving in Tel Aviv: "Just before 10 p.m. we were driving past an open area that looked like a dump, surrounded by new, high-rise apartments. Suddenly I commanded Uri to stop. All three of us simultaneously heard a sound like one cricket chirping. Uri stopped the car. I led the way toward the dump and we climbed up an embankment that looked like a levee. As we reached the top, we all saw, in the direction of the chirping sound, a blue stroboscopic light pulsing at about three flashes per second. We kept walking toward the blue light and the cricket sound, over a wet muddy area freshly bulldozed. We stopped about a hundred yards from the source of the light and sound and whispered to one another.

"Uri forbade Iris and me to take another step forward. He said, 'Only I am allowed to approach it.' I asked if it was permissible to take a movie film. Uri said, 'Go ahead and shoot but don't move.' Uri then moved forward along and disappeared from view as he went down into a hollow. I started to take a movie of the strange night scene, knowing that I would be lucky if I could record the blue light. Then Iris began to tremble and cry next to me, so I stopped filming to give her support. As I held an arm around her, I saw the luminous dial of my watch glowing in the night. I thought it said 10 p.m.

"Iris calmed down. We stood and watched the powerful blue light flashing; the cricket sound had ceased. Now we heard only the pock-pock-pock sound of the stroboscopic flash. I looked around. There was no one in sight in this vast dark field. Would Uri ever return?

"Then about thirty yards away I saw Uri coming out of the hollow. He was slowly walking toward us as though he were carrying a book in
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his upturned palms. I picked from his palm the brass the brass filler cartridge that had vanished from the inside of my Parker pen three days before! I quickly flashed a pocket light on it and there I saw my code #367299. I was overwhelmed by the meaning, the immense meaning of this small object. But I quickly put it into my pocket and tended to Uri. He seemed to be in a trance, in a sleepwalker's state. Otherwise he appeared to be pretty much as he was when he left us. I asked him what he had seen. He looked at me in anguish; he could not speak.

"Iris and I led Uri over the bumpy mud field to the car. Finally, Uri spoke, 'Andrea, please let's get away from here.' I drove the car to a quiet area about a mile away. Uri asked me to park. He was still in a daze, but I just had to persist in finding out what had happened. He told me the following story, which I tape recorded on my TC 120.

"When I left you, I climbed down and then up a slope, where I saw the light clearly. There was a large cypress tree behind it. I also saw the blue light clearly against the tree. The light was pure blue. Then I went into a hollow, the light loomed over me. I walked without any thought or feeling. Then I put out my hands, and in them there appeared your pen cartridge. I dont what happened next. My mind was blank. The next thing I know I saw you and Iris. How long was it?"

"You were gone there about four minutes,' I reported.

"It seemed like hours,' Uri replied.

"Iris had been very quiet. I asked her what she had seen. She reported that she had seen and heard the same thing as I had. She was very sure of the blue light and the cricket sound, but was not sure what was below the blue light. We dared not state what we suspected, but were not sure of -- the possibility of there being a hull under the blue light.

"We decided to return to Tel Aviv to go to a coffee shop and talk it all over. . . But the almost preposterous thought kept coming back to me: 'That was not anything supernormal that we saw in the field. It was all some kind of hallucination. Maybe that blue light was all hallucinated. Uri had fooled me. He palmed that cartridge off on me by buying a duplicate. But then how did he know my own serial number?' So my thoughts went on in circles. Since Uri and Iris were in a loud animated conversation in the front seat, I thought I would tape record some of my thoughts. I was sure they would not notice me. I reached in the dark for my tape recorder and pressed the forward and record buttons. They were jammed. I turned on my pen light and looked at the recorder. The cassette on which I had recorded Uri's impressions of the experience in the field had vanished! I felt this was an object lesson to my doubting Thomas attitude. I showed this effect to Iris, and she confirmed that I had indeed tape-recorded my interview with Uri some twenty minutes earlier. We went to the coffee shop and ordered snacks, trying to make some sense out of our experience. . .
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But none of us could really accept the possibility that the blue light might be associated with a UFO. Uri could not clearly remember what he had seen in the field. . . We drove Iris to her home. As soon as she was gone Uri said, 'We must work some more tonight. . . When I was out in that field I realized for the first time in my life where my powers come from. Now I know for sure they are not my powers. Oh I know that I have a little bit of telepathy and psychokinesis -- everybody has some. But making things vanish, and having things come back, and the red light in the sky in the Sinai, the blue light tonight. That is the power of some superior being. Maybe it is what man always thought of as being God.'

SAME OLD STORY, NO SOLID EVIDENCE

"Somehow the shock of Uri articulating his real feelings wiped out my doubts but it also gave me a strange sense of helplessness. . . To a research man the idea of losing data was unthinkable, but to have it vanish was sickening. . . Every magnetic tape cassette on which was recorded the 'voice of Spectra' (and the voice of other beings later recorded) has vanished. With such sparse evidence it was apparent to me that I could never try to convince another human being of my experiences. The secret of Spectra was safe because they had leaked out just enough information to convince me of their reality, but not enough for me to ever convince any other human beings."

NATURAL EVOLUTION VERSUS SYNTHETIC INVOLUTION

The moral question in the experience of Uri Geller and Dr. Puharich described above is unspoken and unanswered, but it is paramount to Michael Helius as we continue his probing of the "Subversion of Earth Evolution": "There are several sources that I can mention who have written on the struggle for humanity now going on between the natural evolution and the synthetic involution. Diana Adkins -- now Diana Harmony with Bob Beck -- if I am correct -- 'Introduction Confrontation' goes into it in detail. In the course of his flotation tank experiments John Lilly was contacted by 'silicon entities' who were interested in gradually taking over the planet via computer silicon chip related technologies. This may have been triggered when he sniffed silicon glue used to seal the tank. He later wrote of the 'solid state conspiracy' he learned about. He also has been a heavy ketamine user."

This illustration on the cover of Radio Shack's 1985 catalog suggests mental control of silicon chips used in computers. Insectoids who can dematerialize cassette tapes should have little trouble in affecting the performance of silicon chips!
A SUFI EVALUATION FROM GURDJIEFF

"Gurdjieff said that in the late Middle Ages interdimensional barriers went down in such a way that mechanical demons of world 96 got into human incarnation and were bent on reducing ordinary life of world 48 to their level of mechanical slavery, and are playing greatly on human gullibility over the unseen to promote their cause and gain control -- all technology in advance of the current means 'good space brothers', right? Wrong! Morals have little to do with technical advancement.

"Rudolph Steiner's writings on Ahriman and allied forces evidently deal with the same reality. Don Elkins' material channeled by Carla Rueckert mentions that a planet taken over by the mechanical or self-service polarity can enter the 4th dimension as a linked negative social-memory-complex, as opposed to entering as a positive, or other-service oriented social-memory-complex if the Adam Kadmon pattern prevails among men at the time of 4D entrance.

"At about the time of the Marcia Moore tragedy I was inwardly approached to help an entity out of limbo into the Second Death so it could normally reincarnate -- it had been trapped since Biblical times; and I was the agent to release since I had the method and had been his brother once. In a succeeding life several hundred years later (still BC) he came back as a woman interested in regressive hypnosis, and had lowered inner barriers thereby and was impressed into service by the Insectoids as a spy. In helping successfully this entity I learned more about Moore's fate and how the Insectoids work.

"About this time I visited a grid-focus area near Brooksville, Florida with a channel. I hardly realized the danger I was in or I would have gotten the information obtained here in another way. This spot has a history too long to go into here, but it has been a grid-vortex over an under-water access cavern and under the control of inferior allies of the Insectoids known as Kaz (their given name) -- probably the legions of the main demon Ahriman. There are telephone poles on the hill over this cavern, and there is heavy machinery underground that puts out a 4 Hertz rumble that comes up the poles. I have recorded this. The frequency once changed to one of Tom Bear- den's window frequencies -- the Fermi length frequency transposed 68 octaves down. In another way I learned that tanks of dolphins were below to supply genetic material for injection into human genetic strain to modify it for, apparently, telepathic control purposes."

Brooksville, Florida is on the west coast, north of Tampa and inland several miles. It is also close to the Master Grid Line which runs from Phoenix, Arizona to the center point of the Bermuda Triangle about 300 miles out in the Atlantic. Cape Canaveral and the Kennedy launch complex are also on this Master Grid Line.

"The sensitive with me felt the energy barrier and scan begin some 4.5 miles away. On the hill she tranced and I learned there were some four bases in the area under Kaz control, two under water off Florida and two on land, the Brooksville one and one above ground in Georgia.
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This latter would probably have no trouble in influencing or harassing psychotronics operators in that area. The interview ended abruptly when I asked if the group was connected with the Central Sun. The channel gagged and we beat a hasty retreat. After that our lives were sheer hell.

MIND OVER MATTER. STUDY IT. PRACTICE IT.

"The Insectoids later appeared to her and changed shape from flies to grasshoppers to other insects for amusement (and to get her attention! rhc) -- then they tried to take her over, attacking the right brain. I was present and helped her beat it off; but this was a close call; and she had the worst headache in memory from the struggle. This same medium had channeled the material from the gargoyle, and also from my own sponsors as to how to protect myself and those involved with my work from those threats. This proved to be an extremely difficult matter and I was nearly done in a couple of times. She also replaced Sarah Hieronymous (nee Gran) as the channel for the Mandel Foundation for awhile after Sarah left to join Hieronymous.

"About this time, also in 1979, the Insectoids were particularly concerned about my possibly using astrosonics to help Marcia Moore contact her widower telepathically, and they had the gargoyles stomp my calculator, knocking out some LEDs, and then knocking out my best oscillator, a rare B&K. Meanwhile, the itinerant Ted Owens was told by the Space Intelligence Insectoids to set up a base in Oregon. That blew and New Mexico was next. At that point Owens dropped out of sight -- as I was dismayed to learn after moving to New Mexico myself. There is a base of Insectoid allies in the very northern part of the state. I had a dream about that time of the abortive Oregon venture of Owens that streams of grey astral pollution were being sucked from all parts of the country and focused above a crag right on the ocean in N Oregon or S Washington. This was to be used by the Insectoids for their control program. Evidently Owens would focus it. And look at where Marcia Moore was drawn to. This also had something to do with the Mt. St. Helens eruption later, I'd bet. This is why I preferred not to go to the U.S. Psychotronics convention at Portland. To ignore this problem is even more dangerous than to dwell on it, in my opinion.

"In the 19th Century Andrew Crosse electrified siliceous solutions and grew living insect mites, ascaris. This shows the inherent hexagonal pattern radiation of silica can be used as an etheric matrix to support insects, and contributes to their success on earth. This establishes a connection between John Lilly's 'silicon entities' and Insectoids, and brings one to doubt the wholesomeness of the current quartz crystal craze amongst the metaphysical, largely unquestioned by them. Hexagonal symmetry can 'hex'."

Hex is six, Michael, and that is the number of the Christ center, the Central Sun center on the Tree of life. The metaphysician, the Student of the Mysteries, who uses a quartz crystal to transmit healing emergies inevitably attracts the positive forces of the Christ, human
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and angelic -- the Malachim under the Archangel Raphael, for instance. But if the metaphysician uses the quartz crystal for selfish purposes, he or she will attract the unbalanced forces of the Qliphotic underworld which, as these studies indicate, lead one from planetary evil to Cosmic evil and one of the Rishis of the Great Bear Constellation.

PERFECT ADJUSTMENT, THAT IS WHAT WE LACK!

In Alice Bailey's "Treatise On Cosmic Fire" there are 23 references to the Great Bear Constellation. On page 990 DK wrote through AB: "Cosmic evil from the standpoint of our planet consists in the relation between that spiritual intelligent Unit or 'Rishi of the Superior Constellation' as He is called (who is the informing life of one of the seven stars of the Great Bear, and our planetary prototype) and one of the forces of the Pleiades. Students need here to remember that the 'seven sisters' are occultly called the 'seven wives' of the Rishis, and that the dual forces (resultant from that relationship) converge and play through that one of the planetary Logoi who is the Logos of any particular planet, and is the 'reflection' of any particular Rishi.

"In this relation, at present lacking perfect adjustment, lies hid the mystery of Cosmic Evil as it makes itself felt in any particular planetary scheme. Again, when the heavenly triangle is duly equilibrated, and the forces circulate freely through

a. One of the stars of the Great Bear (Ursa Major?)
b. The Pleiad involved
c. The planetary scheme concerned (our Solar System)

then again Cosmic Evil will be negated, and a relative perfection achieved.

"Cyclic evil, or tertiary evil, lies hid in the relation between the globes in any particular scheme, two of them ever being in opposition until equilibrated by force emanating from a third. Students will only apprehend the significance of this teaching as they study the pairs of opposites in their own cycles and the equilibrising work of the Ego . . .

"Black magic is spoken of as making its appearance upon our planet during the fourth root race (Atlantean). It should be borne in mind there that this is strictly in connection with the fourth kingdom (the human) and its conscious use of wrongly developed men. The forces of evil of the planetary and cosmic kind have been present since manifestation set in, being latent in the karma of the planetary Logos."

The Master is saying that Cosmic Evil, represented at our level of living by the Insectoids and their Masters, the Fallen Hierarchs from Ursa Major, is absolutely necessary as the resistance which guarantees the forward movement of Evolution.

"But human beings began consciously to work with these forces and to use them for specific selfish purposes in this round during the fourth root race. Black magicians work under certain great entities,
six in number, who are spoken of, for instance, in the Christian Bible as having the number 666. They came in (being cosmic, not systemic) on that stream of force emanating from cosmic mental levels which produced the three worlds of human endeavour. Students should remember here the fact that the three lower planes of our solar system are not considered as embodying a cosmic principle; for they form the dense physical body of the Logos, and the dense physical body not considered a principle. There is an occult significance in the expression 'unprincipled'. These entities are the sumtotal of the substance of the three lower subplanes of the cosmic physical plane (our three lower systemic planes) and it is under them that the black magicians are swept into activity, often unconsciously, but rising to power as they work consciously."

We may have a portrait of one of these Cosmic Masters of the Left Hand Path in this being pictured here. This is not out of current Flying Saucer literature but out of the "Equinox" of that self-proclaimed black magician, Aleister Crowley! Volume III, No. 1, published in 1919 by the Universal Publishing Company, Detroit, Michigan carries the portrait full page -- photographically reduced here -- but without attribution of any kind as to the artist or the subject. Nevertheless it is a timely reminder of the connection between the Insectoid invaders and their Masters from Ursa Major and their physical plane agents here on earth. No doubt some of our readers are wondering if there is a cosmic connection between the Great Bear Constellation and the Russian Bear? If so, this may account for the unprincipled behavior of the reincarnated Lemurians running that unfortunate nation. That 1919 edition of the "Equinox" carried the price of $6.66 on the cover!

It may be perfectly proper for Stone Age Hopi Indians to have worshipful contact with Elemental Gods from Ursa Major for they are on the Involutionary Path, too, as they are Atlanteans; but for civilized Aryan Caucasians on the Evolutionary Path such contacts are retrogression, return to the past. Heleus refers to Gurdjieff. Here are some of his observations to his prize pupil, Ouspensky, as quoted in "In Search of the Miraculous": "... The evolutionary process must proceed without interruption. Any stop causes a separation from the fundamental process.

"Such separate fragments of consciousness which have been stopped in their development can also unite and -- for a certain time -- can live by struggling against the evolutionary process. After all, it merely makes the evolutionary process more interesting... (this) struggle against the intentional opposition of fairly powerful forces."
They are not comparable with those which direct the evolutionary process. These opposing forces may sometimes even conquer.

"The reason is that the forces guiding evolution have a more limited choice of means. . . The opposing forces (of evil) are not limited in their choice of means and they are able to make use of every means, even those which give rise to only temporary success; and in the final result they (the evil forces) destroy both evolution and involution at the point in question. This question has no practical significance for us. . ."

The hell it didn't, Gurdjieff! By 1916, when Ouspensky was learning occult science under his Guru in Moscow, Einstein had published his theory of Relativity and the Curies had proven the reality of atomic energy and the subsequent threat of a planetary holocaust -- and neither Gurdjieff nor Ouspensky had encountered the Insectoids at first hand.

"SOMETHING HAD BEEN DONE TO MY BRAIN"

Here is Hans Lauritzen's description of his Encounter of the Third Kind, back in the 1960s: "After my contact in the Danish woods, gradually I became aware that I had been lured by the UFOs. They blacked out my consciousness and turned it on again later in such a way that I did not feel it at all and had no sense of having lost some time. Only by looking at my watch did I realize that I was missing about 45 minutes or more.

"Soon after the contact I realized that something had been done to my brain (implants?). A strong confusion arose so I could not discern right from wrong. Later it changed to an insane desire or urge to do mad and wicked things. After a few days I realized something had been done to my spine. Especially between the neck and the shoulder blades and in the neck it felt hard and stiff. Then at my crotch I found two new scars, one on each side of my sexual organ. These soon disappeared and the skin scaled off there. There was a strange feeling at times in the upper solar plexus area. I felt a swelling like it would explode. What had the UFOs done to me? Why had they done it? What was their purpose in doing so?

"When these things are done to such vital parts of a human being, a strange thing happens to the instinct of self-preservation. A person will do anything to deny it. I must admire those UFOs for their profound knowledge of the nature of human beings -- and this strange game continues unhindered.

"If the UFOs came here with love and affection to help us, they would of course meet us openly. Now they do everything to hide away and make their activities secret. They have no respect for our integrity, and when I began to wonder why this had been done to me, strong pains came in the spine, the neck and the head. Something inside me tried to stop me each time I thought of telling the truth. If this invasion into the bodies and brains of humans is not stopped somehow, we might all soon be controlled by the UFOs. During the past 1½ years they drove me to the brink of suicide several times. . ."
THE MARTIANS COME IN PEACE
By an Austrian Believer

"The border line between Austria and Styria is composed of an ancient massive rock formation, having an altitude of about 4600 feet. The name of the vast mountain range is 'Change' or 'High-change' because the weather there is always changing. On one side you will see the sun shining and on the other side it will be raining.

"On this mountain there stand, separated at great distances, only three tourist homes. The tourists keep very much to the beaten paths and seldom wander off along on the paths that lead to the Alp meadows. Therefore the territory around this region is very lonely and you could spend weeks without ever seeing a human being.

"About a month ago I was up there under the dwarf pines and that particular evening after I ate the supper I had brought with me, I used the last rays of the sun to make some notes in my diary and then wrapped myself in my tent blanket. I lie relaxed and still in the great stillness about me and await the appearance of the stars. The deep gazing into the starry heavens makes one realise the smallness of man and keeps one humble and thoughtful. . . Twilight set in and nature was enveloping itself in an opalescent veil. I could still make out the trees and the first stars were just appearing.

"Then it happened. Slowly and absolutely without the slightest noise a strange object lowered itself gently towards the earth and landed about 150 feet away from me.

"It was a strangely beautiful thing that had the shape of one of these circular, luminous balls one hands on Christmas trees, but of gigantic size. It was about 20 feet across and silvery in color. As the twilight deepened its luminosity increased. At first it had been quite dim.

"I jumped up staring in wonder as one transfixed. Its reality could not be doubted. . . there was a mysterious flying machine from another world. . . all of a sudden the lid of this strange machine was lifted, and a luminous being issued forth. Slowly and carefully he stepped from his machine, which grew more luminous. His entire body was enveloped by an aura which radiated a deep and most beautiful shade of blue. This color had a most soothing effect on my eyes and my whole being, so that I opened my hands and with outstretched arms proceeded to approach this wondrous being with slow and measured steps.

"Then I began to see his face. It was a human face similar to
ours, but in expression like that of an angel and of a strange but mild beauty. The eyes were larger than those of us humans, but they radiated power, kindness and goodness simultaneously. The nose was smaller and the mouth seemed barely indicated. On the forehead I could see a round and very luminous dot, which seemed to grow larger and take on the shape of an antenna, somewhat like that of a giant snail.

THE SCEPTRE OF THE HIGH PRIEST

"Actually this luminous feeler seemed to grow larger and larger and moved about as though seeking in the air in the direction in which I now stood, motionless. Then he too remained still and thus we stood, as though hypnotized.

"He wore a tight garment, closely adhering to his body, that enveloped head, hands and feet. Only the face was uncovered and free. The material of the suit seemed as though made of spun glass. His legs were very thin and the arms like our own. His hands and fingers seemed to be very muscular. Suddenly the figure came to life. Slowly he approached me, lifted his arms high and laid his hands upon my head. Thus we remained standing a long time. Then I felt his feeling organ touch my forehead between the eyes. It was as though a new sense awakened in me. I could comprehend the messages his mouth perhaps could not. I understood immediately as long as he touched me with his antenna, perceived as of extraordinary delicacy and pleasantness. His thoughts were as a stream of fire pouring through me.

"I sense that you are differently constituted from your fellowmen. Therefore I will reveal to you, who we are and what our purpose is on earth. Yes, we come from the star that you call Mars. Who do you name our planet after the God of War? Why do you fear that we will bring disaster and new wars? Yes, it is true that our planet is older than yours and more highly evolved. We have progressed further in science, but also further in our inmost being. We love peace above all things and know vaguely that in the hoary past there was such a thing as war, in which human beings, for the sake of unimportant and worthless things, wound and dismember each other -- and only because a few so-called Supermen have willed it.

"I am astonished to learn that you are still living in this most primitive condition and that this most unholy and sinful thing is clothed in words of virtue, so that men and women may more quickly become excited about it. You speak of honor, of necessary sacrifice on the battlefield. You speak of love to your rulers and tyrants who kill those who do not and cannot understand. But he who makes the sacrifices demanded by war and loses his all -- he is forthright forgotten after the war has ended.

"I feel the question in your heart, 'How have we come to know all this?' Surely you know that we have been coming to earth for a long time, that we encircle the earth, and we do not have to learn the various languages of men. We have evolved to the point where
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we can read thoughts and this is due to the fact that we possess an organ which you also possess but have neglected until it has atrophied. It is the Third Eye.

"Just as you can expand your vision by means of optical instruments and thus can see into immense distances, so we also have tools and instruments by means of which we can see immense distances. But we also have the Third Eye, and this single eye is not merely useful for seeing, and with it we can also hear, or rather, we can become aware of everything that transpires in men's hearts -- whether it be joy, happiness, irritation, dissatisfaction or anger.

FALSE LEADERS AND THE DEAD LETTER OF THE LAW

"We do not come as your enemies. We want to help you to ban these unholy crises on earth that occur again and again, so that you poor human beings shall at last attain to that lasting peace and happiness which we possess.

"You have remained backward in science to such an extent that you use it mainly to destroy mankind. And this is not the fault of humanity, but solely the fault of a few human beings who enslave you and feed you with false words and concepts, and who do not live in Truth. They give you great ideals and systems of religions, but none of these so-called lords live according to these ideals. On the contrary, they sneer at them and drag them around in the mud. But woe unto you if you do likewise, for then you shall stand before the tribunal and you shall be burnt like living torches for having desecrated a God. And the judges themselves do not believe in a God. They know only the dead letter of their law books.

"0 how unhappy you are because your so-called free will is forever being shackled with new speeches and high sounding words while being derided. And so that you shall more easily succumb to this disgrace they give you alcohol and tobacco, which are taxed by these high lords, so that you have to earn and pay for your shame and disgrace.

"My friend, all this have we become aware of by witnessing the radiations or vibrations that issue forth from the hearts of men. We know everything that is transpiring on this earth, and we often have to go back into our own past in order to understand these horrors, which devour the tiny bit of happiness you have here, just as ants eat up what is strewn in their path.

"We will help you. And in the near future you will stand face to face with events that shall fill you with wonder, but which you will greet with joy as soon as you comprehend their true significance, And so that you may do so, we will help you. And now, goodbye! That which I have made known to you in my own way, that freely give out to others after what you call a month. God bless you.'

"He lowered his hands, remained motionless for a short time, placed his right hand over my heart, then turned away, stepped into
his wondrous flying machine which slowly arose, then disappeared quickly before my eyes.

"This was the greatest experience that I have ever had in this life. The following day -- and I remained in this self-same spot two days longer for I had brought food with me -- I wrote down my observations in my diary, and now a few personal comments.

THE RESULTS OF AN OPEN LANDING

"What would happen if such a Flying Saucer should land in a city or village? First of all the police would come running and ask the being for his passport. If he does not have any to show, he would be arrested. And since one cannot speak with him, he would be delivered to the ones in high positions who will have him measured and lock him up in a cage, feed him by force, and when he dies, they will preserve his body in alcohol to be dissected at a later date. Thirdly, if he is not immediately taken away by the authorities, he would be surrounded by people who would treat him like an animal in a zoo.

"I have also made some other notes that I would rather not tell you about! In short, when the man from Mars approaches us in peace and love, then he is lost. The political parties -- if all goes well -- would seek to make use of him, and each would try to make some kind of deal with him to find out if it were possible to have military outposts on Mars from which they might shoot at their enemies.

"Yet perhaps -- and this I believe -- perhaps we do not yet know all the possible powers that these men from Mars may make use of. They will know how to protect themselves -- otherwise they would have landed long ago and would have shown themselves to the people."

Quoted from a 53-page brochure by the late Franklin Thomas, "We Come In Peace", New Age Publishing Company, Los Angeles, California, 1955. The above observations by the Austrian writer -- who preferred to remain nameless -- are as pertinent today as they were 29 years ago when he made them; but, as we have said and written elsewhere, there is one place on earth where, presumably, an advanced being from outer space could be received openly and treated honorably and that is the United Nations headquarters in New York. This must be the crowning achievement of our civilization, to pass on to the ones which are to follow, peaceful interchange with advanced civilizations of other planets. This must be one of the great milestones of a human life-wave on any planet, to develop to where interplanetary commerce and fellowship are a fact of life -- as dramatized for millions and millions of earthians in the Star Trek television series. Those images are in our consciousness. They will manifest some day as a physical reality. Why not now?

Surely this must be one of the major goals of the Christ whose birth we celebrate at this time of year: Brotherhood at the interplanetary level. As World Teacher it had to be His influence which guided and inspired the writers of the scripts and producers of the Star Trek series to prepare us for interplanetary responsibilities.
THEIR AGENTS ARE EVERYWHERE, EVEN IN DENVER

"Sunday morning of the Psychotronics Seminar in Denver, just as I got up from my seat at breakfast in the cafeteria a man named Bob Lucas and his wife Jann, from Denver, came up to me. He said he was 'drawn' to me and needed to talk to me. He said he was into UFOs, Astral Travel, Past Life recall, etc., and did I have any interest. I replied that Astral Travel and Past Life recall did. Later, in the cafeteria, he guided me through a flash-back technique to a past life (?) among the pyramids.

"It felt shaky to me. In fact I told him during the experience that I felt like I was making it up as I went along. Then we had to move outside so the employees could finish cleaning the tables, and he guided me through an Astral Travel that wound up on the moon, inside a shiny disc looking at what looked like a stainless steel serving cart. I don't remember touching it, though he told me I could if I wanted to. I wanted to terminate it and told him I had to get to my room and pack and do other things.

"Oh, before these experiences he had given me a little block of wood with a 1977 Lincoln penny glued on the back and this drawing on the front. He also said there was a group of Extraterrestrials that was waiting to meet me. I've never before had a conscious out-of-the-body experience except for the beginning exercises in the Denning and Phillips course where I sent a bit of astral material to a male assistant, then recalled it.

"Under Bob Lucas' direction I wasn't exactly uncomfortable but the experience didn't feel entirely valid either. I was fully aware of what was going on around me in the physical. Help! Is Bob Lucas Good or Bad? And how does a person tell the difference? Anyhow, I felt strongly moved to do the Cabalistic Cross and give the Invocation to the Flame afterward and felt more safe and comfortable as far as immediate danger was concerned. The question is about the Extraterrestrials and their UFOs -- on the moon? Bob was very keen to go to the moon in all haste and to meet Them."

Ernestine Wobbleheimer, West Lemon, New Jersey
(Across the river from East Orange)

You answered your own question, Teeny, by breaking up the recruiting session and performing protective rituals afterward. This was a good test of your sense of discrimination between the false and the True and you passed with flying colors. With his talisman in your possession the recruiter has to worry about what might be sent back at him!

Remember, the moon we see is a Sidereal Idiot. It has no en-
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souling planetary Logos; so, it is open to anyone from anywhere who can establish and maintain a base there, for whatever purposes. NASA-Apollo photos of the visible moon show that mining operations are being carried on. Are these the ones referred to by Bob Lucas? Or are his ETs based on earth's second moon.

EARTH'S SECOND MOON, FOWSER

From "The Saucers Speak", George Hunt Williamson's book of contacts: "August 10, 1952. Nah-9 here and also Zrs. Zrs is from Uranus. All planets are inhabited. Many moons are inhabited too. Planets are created to sustain the life of the human race. Your scientists are planning on going into space in rocket ships. You may get to your Moon, but not beyond that. Both of your Moons -- yes you have two, one is the dark moon of earth -- you never see it because of certain conditions -- are within your magnetic field. If you try to leave field with rocket power or atomic power, you will be torn to pieces. Your first Moon is not as far away as you think. Your scientists say that the mean distance between the centers of the Earth and Moon is 238,857 miles. Distortion is present. They are wrong. Your first Moon has an atmosphere and water. Some of your scientists have observed snowstorms on the Moon. They have seen meteors plunge through the Moon's atmosphere. There must be an atmosphere if they have seen them burn up. There are even inhabitants on the Moon! We have many bases of an interplanetary nature there also.

"August 23, 1952. This is a member of Masar (Mars) Flight speaking. Saturn Tribunal has given permission for a possible landing. Uranus has to be won over in Universal Tribunal. Saturn is the seat of justice, but not 'justice' as you know it. Orion systems want to destroy. You have more than nine planets in your Solar System. Patras is next beyond Pluto and there are twelve in all.

"Zo again. I will be staying at base on first Moon tonight. We usually take no women on our survey or scientific trips..."

"September 27, 1952. Zo. Many are here and greet you. Kadar Lacu had a meeting on Pluto with Touka. We are now several miles above you (Prescott, Arizona where the Williamson research group was meeting). 2:00 p.m. is all right for landing tomorrow. Be sure to try radio tonight. There must be no confusion. Watch. Worlds wait. My young son, Elex, greets you all. If you only knew what you did to your body you would quit smoking at once! We never use tobacco. It is poison! Bell Flight of 200 craft from Safanian Solar System; 500 from the Tor-esoton Solar System. There are 14,000 bells near the second Moon, Fowser. We have many bells in our mother craft."

"It was 5:30 p.m. when they told us they were over Winslow. At 5:55 p.m. we heard a tremendous swishing sound and a roar. The neighbors heard it also and couldn't figure it out. It was definitely not a jet plane. It was a sound that we could not recognize. It was more like the sound of a beehive. After we went outside we saw them in the distance moving at great speed through the sky," wrote Williamson in "The Saucers Speak", published by Franklin Thomas in Los Ange-
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less in 1954. It sounds as though the Bad Guys, the Insectoids, were making their presence felt there that September afternoon, though Williamson and his group were in no position to discriminate at that time.

REAGAN, THE AQUARIUS/SCORPIO MAN OF DESTINY

"It appears that the President was born about 1:30 a.m. We'll follow the 'Gauquelin Book of American Charts' in taking his birth time as 1:20 am CST, Feb. 6, 1911, Tampico, Illinois. This date makes Reagan a second decanate Aquarius sun. The 'Sun Sign Book' includes the necessary tables for estimating Reagan's Rising Sign down to the decanate. . . the third decanate of Scorpio . . .

"What does the 1984 'Sun Sign Book' say about President Reagan's chart? On page 31 we are told to start our interpretation of the Rising sign because this is what is most apparent about a person. We find Scorpio 'possess energy which makes it the most fascinating, magnetic and difficult sign of the Zodiac. This is the sign over which angels fear to tread.' This is indeed an element in Reagan's chart, a magnetic screen star, an accomplished speaker and a President who has been a tough customer, both at home and abroad. His eyes have the dark, intense look mentioned for Scorpio -- although they have the fixed, clear idealism of his Aquarius Sun. He has the stubborn, opinionated views of Scorpio and Aquarius, both of which are fixed signs.

"Scorpio at work: 'With Leo on your tenth house cusp, you are self-assured and confident about the success of your career endeavors, you have natural talent and leadership abilities. . . . You do well in any area of enterprise which focuses on independent decision-making and self-expression. . . . Sun Sign: 'The Aquarian stands out in the crowd. This is the sign of the rebel, iconoclast and social misfit. Even the well-adjusted Aquarian is always a little strange.' One type of Aquarian is out ahead of everyone else, while the other idealistically hangs on to the old vision. Aquarius is the 'fixed air' sign, the sign of fixed ideas, and these are usually either radical or conservative, but never lukewarm. . . Scorpio Rising/Aquarius Sun: 'This is an intense combination. You have many high ideals which you seek to express quite forcefully, but you fight between your emotionalism and your desires.' I could write a whole book about this one combination -- one of the most intense and strong-willed of the Zodiac. Finally, let us take account of the House Reagan's Sun falls in, the Third. This is the House of communication and verbal skills -- a perfect description of Reagan's principal asset . . .

"Under the general forecast for Scorpio we read: 'As luck would have it, 1984 is a year in which things are unusually heavy for our Scorpio. Pluto, the ruler of Scorpio, is just coming home to preside over his kingdom of the underworld. . . Saturn is nestled into the middle of the Sign, and Mars liven things up with a transit covering an unusually long period of the year. These planets are known as the 'malefics', that is, the malevolent, fear-inspring, blood-letting, destrcutive, difficult and harsh members of the planetary pantheon."
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And they're all here, in Scorpio! In short, Scorpio is the convention hall for the worst bunch of trouble-makers in the sky.

"Between Saturn and Pluto we have a very heavy, morbid fixation on compulsive matters. Through Mars, we have a forcefulness and initiative that strikes out of the preoccupation and acts decisively." This is heavy stuff. Reagan is going to have tough problems in 1984, for instance in his Twelfth House: 'For you a lot of activity is happening below the surface, out of the public eye, even outside your own awareness. You may very well even feel hidden, tucked away, trapped or cut off from the rest of the world. . . Frankly, these planetary positions are even such as would suggest the possibility that you are immersed in underworld, behind-the-scenes activities that are not necessarily legal.'

"I certainly did not write this with a political bias. That's what the stars say! They indicate a very tough course for Reagan in 1984, including the possibility of eruptions of unpleasant news about matters that were intended to be secret, sabotage by workers behind Reagan's back, and legal difficulties. As an Aquarian/Scorpio, Reagan is equipped with a very powerful will, and there is a good chance he will survive even this kind of harsh planetary influence.

REAGAN'S SCORPIONIC INTENSITY

"Astrology gives us the key to Reagan's personality. As long as he can exert that will, as long as he can use his persuasive Scorpioic intensity to dominate people and events, as long as he can fulfill his Aquarian idealism, he will remain powerful. World and domestic events will almost conspire to keep him in power.

"Scorpio has the magnetic ability, when focused on some goal, to draw events from the world around itself so as to maintain the intensity of that focus. But should the public burn out on Reagan, his demise will be sudden and complete. He will crumple up and wilt. Should he no longer be able to conform the world to his Aquarian ideals, his energy will collapse. It is idealism that makes the Aquarian heart tick. Reagan is like ex-president Carter in a strange sense: carried to power by a strong media image, an outsider to the political process relying on his own personal goals, he will be dumped as enthusiastically as he was welcomed. The question is, will this happen before, during or after the elections?" (By Matt Wood, in the Llewellyn New Times, author of "The 1984 Sun Sign Book" and of the "1985 Sun Sign Book", out now and available at $3.95 from Llewellyn Publications, PO Box 64383, St. Paul, Minnesota 55164)

MORE ON THAT UNDERWORLD, BEHIND-THE-SCENES INFLUENCE

Flying Saucer research leads to the Cosmic evil of the Insectoids from Ursa Major. Consider these findings of John Keel, reported in a 1974 issue of "The New Atlantean Journal": "In the fall of 1967 a cult in Denmark received strong telepathic impressions urging them to build a lead-lined underground shelter in preparation for a prophesied atomic holocaust due in Christmas 1967. The cult built the
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shelter and as Christmas approached all the phones in that section of Denmark went dead and stayed dead for two weeks. Meanwhile, other occultists, mediums and ESP claimants elsewhere began to receive messages warning of some great and disastrous event scheduled to occur on Christmas Eve, 1967. That event never took place, of course. The Danish cult ended up with egg all over its face. But parapsychologists have quietly collected the pre-Xmas messages from all over the world.

"It is amazing that these messages all employ the same phrases and the same warnings in every language. The scope of these communications rules out simple explanations of coincidence or organized hoaxing. It is obvious that these messages came through on a world-wide level and the correlations prove that they were all transmitted by a single source. Apparently the messages serve as a 'dry run' for testing channels of communication and to really provide us with corroborative statistical evidence that these channels exist between man and Ultraterrestrial forces.

"The breakthrough of 1967 led to the organization of several independent groups around the world, all devoted to collecting and correlating future messages. The deaths of Martin Luther King and Robert Kennedy were accurately predicted in advance by the participants, as was the outcome of the 1968 elections, a number of important earthquakes, and many other events. We now have evidence that the Ultraterrestrial forces are able to foresee earthly events with pinpoint accuracy. It is noteworthy that the predictions allegedly related to silent contactees by UFO occupants are identical in phrasing and content to the messages being given by trance mediums and even by Ouija board operators."

Why shouldn't the UTs or ETs be able to "foresee earthly events with pinpoint accuracy" John, if they are controlling the events with hyperspace powers, including the minds of their physical plane agents who carry out the assassinations?

**CTHULHU GODS, FALLEN HIERARCHS FROM URSA MAJOR?**

"In reading the foreword to the book of pagan magick, Necromicon, Simon was correlating the Cthulhu mythos with Crowley's system of magick and also his Book of the Law. Well, when I read the Book of the Law, Heru-Ra-Ha is supposed to be the new Lord of the New Aeon. The Christ or Osiris Age has passed. This New Aeon is supposed to be one of wars, lust and pure pleasures for all mankind. H.P. Lovecraft, in his books on magick, says the same thing about these gods. Then maybe Crowley's master, Aiwass, was a messenger of these co-called gods? Now in Necromicon they are saying the same. So, maybe these gods of Necromicon are the same as the Insectoids. I have seen drawings of these so-called Cthulhu gods and they look much like the reptile drawings in the Journal."  

G.A., Modesto, California

Yes, we have to consider that much of the pagan magick on this planet may have been imported from planets and suns in the Great Bear
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Constellation, a Cosmic Mystery to us. Pagan magick is power magick. As the Master DK says in "Treatise on Cosmic Fire": "The First Logos is the Ray of Cosmic Will. His action is a literal driving forward of the solar ring-pass-not through space, and until the end of this mahamanvantara or day of Brahma (the logio cycle) we shall not be able to conceive of the first aspect of Will or power as it really is. . . When this first aspect is better understood (in the next cycle) the work of the Seven Rishis of the Great Bear, and the supreme influence of Sirius will be comprehended. . ." (pp 145-146)

DO YOU KNOW WHO YOU WERE?

"Several years ago I attended a meeting at which a couple conducted a past-life review session. They began with a group regression in which we were put through a relaxation process and then told that each of us was to feel ourselves entering a long corridor with many doors on each side. Each of these led to a different past life. I did and found myself in a fog and swirling mist. We were told to look at our hands and feet and see who we were. I was amazed to find that my hands and feet were scaly and blue-green. I had claws for feet! We were brought back before I had time to learn more, but I put this down to my own imagination -- until I read the lead article in your Sept-Oct Journal -- a real surprise for me! In this connection the meaning of the word Agharta is significant. I think it is related to the Spanish-Arabic word for lizard, lagarta (f), and to the alligator (Spanish, lagarta de India)."

B.J., Santa Fe, New Mexico

Agharta is the legendary capital of the Underworld, underground somewhere in Tibet, and polar opposite of Shamballa, above ground and somewhere in the Etheric regions of the Gobi desert.

MOST IMPORTANT FLYING SAUCER MEETING OF 1984

From James Moseley's "Saucer Smear" Newsletter of October 1984: "On August 25th there was a day-long UFO conference in Brewster, N.Y. as a direct result of a 'flap' that seems to have been going on for over a year in that area -- a few miles north of New York City. The conference was sponsored by 'Smear' non-subscribers Peter Gersten and Philip Imbrogno. Among the 500 to 1,000 attendees were several Saucer luminaries from the New York area, including ace 'Smear' reporter Harold Salkin. Sadly, your humble editor was in Florida and unable to attend the event. (Florida address: PO Box 1709, Key West, FL 33041)"

"Speakers included the two sponsors plus Dr. J. Allen Hynek himself, who flew in from Arizona for the event. Also speaking were Pete Mazzola of the SBI, Larry Fawcett -- co-author of 'Clear Intent' and several others. Many ufological luminaries, seldom seen in one place at one time, were in the audience.

"Apparently there have been literally hundreds of sightings in the general area of Brewster, seen by thousands of people. The most
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commonly seen object is a huge, V-shaped thing, said to be anywhere from one to three football fields in length. It sometimes flies as low as 200 feet over the homes of frightened residents, and it displays approximately six lights of different colors. The strange part is that there are also six airplanes in the area which fly around in tight formation several nights a week, deliberately imitating the appearance of the real object. Little is known about these planes but some people suppose that they are piloted by people in league with the Air Force or CIA -- the idea being to confuse the public into thinking that all the sightings are of mere airplanes! . . . No one seems to know what the hell is really going on. Stay tuned!"

What's going on is as obvious as the nose on James Moseley's face. The Guardians of the planet are forcing the inhabitants of that area to recognize their physical presence. Their reality; while Wall Street and Jesuits are desperately trying to maintain their control of the populace. So what's mysterious or weird about it? The war for control of the planet, and for unawakened mankind, goes on.

GO WEST OLD MAN

Also in "Saucer Smear" Moseley tells us that "Dr. J Allen Hynek, in a well-publicized press conference in mid-August, announced that he is moving his CUPOS headquarters from Illinois to Phoenix, Arizona. Is it semi-retirement for the mild-mannered professor or a new approach to UFO research? Hynek is quoted in the Phoenix 'Arizona Republic' as stating he plans 'to spend $2 million a year studying the best-reported sightings of mysterious objects. Is the 2 million figure a misquote? Hynek has told an informant of ours that he merely stated he would need $2 million a year in order to do an adequate job. . .

"OBITS: Recently deceased are Jane Roberts, a well-known psychic who wrote several best-selling books, dictated to her by an entity named Seth. Isabel Davis, a co-founder of the old Civilian Saucer Intelligence (CSI) of New York, in the early 1950s and long-time NICAP oriented saucer buff. Joan O'Connell of the 'New Atlantean Journal' out of St. Petersburg, Florida . . ."

To Moseley's list let's add Mr. Flying Saucer himself, Kenneth Arnold, who died back in February, I believe. Also gone this year is Gina Cerminara, whose book "Many Mansions" gave the Edgar Cayce readings a wider, international audience. Trevor James Constable is mourning the loss of his close associate and borderland researcher of 27 years, Dr. James O. Woods, without whose assistance there would have been no Flying Saucer classic, "They Live In The Sky", excerpts from which we'll take up again in the Jan-Feb 1985 Journal. Trevor writes that Dr. Woods was also a clinical assistant to Dr. Ruth Drown at her lab in Hollywood. Another transition early this year was James Rhoads, president of the U.S. Psychotronics Association. He served in that office four times and held three other positions in the staff as well; so his contribution to the growth and development of this important borderland organization was considerable. He'll be missed, along with
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another radionist and dowser, Erwin "Red" Stark, who "died with his boots on" at the West Coast Dowsers' Convention at Santa Cruz. What a way to go, no muss, no fuss, no bother, no thousands of dollars of hospital and doctor bills, no desperate clinging to life for years in a nursing home. Just drop the old carcass and take off. Clairvoyants at the convention saw him happily moving around from group to group, revelling in his new freedom.

TOO MUCH OF A GOOD THING

At the U.S. Psychotronics convention in Atlanta, Georgia at the end of June, Red Stark looked tired and drawn. He told us that some time earlier he had attached the electrodes of an ELF wave generator to his chest area, set the rate at 7.8 Hertz, and fell asleep -- for a half an hour or more. When he awoke he felt lousy, had some chest pain, and couldn't get back to his old normal self. I asked him if he wanted to be put on the Prayer List. "I need all the help I can get," he replied; so he gave me his signature as a "witness". I note from the Log that the first Malcolm Rae rate card called for in his case was the Cardio-Vascular System card. We can only assume that when the Higher Self or Soul decides to terminate physical life, the healing energies beamed to the subject are used by the Spirit Forces to smooth the transition and to help the newly born to free themselves the more quickly from the old earthly ties.

UNDENIABLE SIGNS IN THE HEAVENS

The continuous appearance of huge space ships, startling and enthusing thousands of people in the Brewster, New York area is confirmation of messages received earlier this year by Tuella of New Mexico, from the Cis-Lunar Commander, Ashtar: "We have endured the ridicule and the foolishness of your media with longsuffering and patience. We have endured while our representatives and those whom we have contacted have been swayed from their convictions by the eloquence of your Federal officials. There have been times when we have been amazed that this could take place, but this is the way of your planet. In the coming decade there will be signs in the heavens that your glib talking officials will be unable to deny. For an awakening has come at last to the population of the planet and an awareness of the purpose of help of a high order coming to mankind, ever closer and closer, every day that passes.

"We of the Ashtar Command would speak to your world leaders and the spokesmen of your great assemblies, and challenge them to trust our words and believe in our presence, and begin to accept the help which we bring to your world. The worldwide problems that beset your United Nations on every hand can be solved in the unity and cooperation of your people with your friends and brothers from other worlds. This ostrich-like position that has prevailed in the last two decades can no longer stand the test of events that are about to come to pass. Once again we extend the hand of friendship and an offering to share our intelligence and research, our assistance in all the programs.
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that are underway for the benefit of humanity.

A PEACE AGREEMENT WITH MEANING

"We only ask that you lay down your arms, that you lay aside your plans for nuclear destruction, that you cease to pervert the great discoveries of energy, and that you start to convert them for the benefit of all humanity. The Ashtar Command calls upon the military men of this planet to meet together in one place at one time and forge an agreement for worldwide peace, that is not false words upon paper but is the depth of feeling within the heart of every military statesman.

"Because of your indifference and your ridicule to channel our words and our directives through the men and women of the land in an official capacity, our approach in an official way of many years ago was spurned by your global authorities. Once again for a brief period we extend to your President, the House of Representatives, the men of your Senate and all of your national leaders, our hand of friendship and cooperation. In the Name of the Salvation of the Life of Humanity, we ask that you would receive our words and welcome us to speak in your assemblies.

"We have those who can walk among you and never be noticed for all their similarity to your own appearance! They can suddenly appear behind your rostrum and speak to the members of your Congress. We would prefer to be invited to do this. If we are not invited to do this we may have to arrange our own opportunity to speak to these gentlemen, in the early part of this decade; for there is too much at stake on a planetary basis -- as well as interplanetary reactions -- to stand by without an effort to probe the motivations behind present world disorder.

"We send this message as an advancing envoy and ask the world leaders and the governments of all the world to make a place for our spokesmen upon your agendas. If the space is made, the spokesmen will appear! This message is sent to planet earth by the members of the ASHTAR COMMAND."

SCHOOL FOR LIVING

"I have long felt that those who strive for peace could have a firmer base if they devoted effort to make people aware of cause and effect, action and reaction, karma, 'as ye sow, so shall ye reap', etc. I became acquainted with reincarnation therapy in 1950 through Dr. Blanche Baker -- who is mentioned in Gina Cerminara's book, 'Many Lives, Many Loves', and by Dr. Ian Stevenson in his 'Evidence For Survival'. Over the years I have acquired many books on reincarnation; and, of course, talking to members of the Inner Circle through Mark Probert for some 17 years -- the Yada di Shi'ite, Lao Tse, Professor Luntz, etc. -- has given me further insight. As a matter of fact, School For Living was suggested by the Yada back in the fifties and I have this name registered with the State of California as a non-profit organization. I am now trying to do something with it.
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"Since Galileo demonstrated that the sun does not revolve around
the earth and he thus incurred the wrath of ecclesiastical powers, an
increasing number of individuals have questioned the knowledge of the
priests and ministers. Like Galileo they have extended their horizons
and today heretics and witches are no longer burned in Western culture.

"In the same manner, when 'I' realize that no outside power can
force me to any belief, one becomes a thinker, a student in the School
for Living. No torture can really change the belief that I hold.
Whether I refer to my mind, my consciousness or my self I am referring
to the same thing, and there arises an awareness or sense of continuity
beyond a physical body which I may discard in a change of awareness
called death.

"As Fritjof Capra shows in his book 'The Tao of Physics' the in-
fluence of modern physics 'extends to the realm of thought and cul-
ture where it has led to a deep revision in man's conception of the
universe and his relation to it'. There is a sense of responsibility
for the world and mankind which cannot be blamed on some mental con-
struct of power 'out there' which rewards or punishes.

"As Benjamin Franklin sent up a kite in a storm to discover the
wonder of electricity, let us open our awareness to all that is. We
may thus learn ever more about what 'we' and 'nature' are and that
living is a school for learning with an infinite horizon. I have
enlarged on these ideas into a book 'Exploring The Riddle of Reincar-
nation' which I would like to share with others. You can order a
copy direct from me for $7.00 postpaid."

George R. Robinson, 1332 Elliott Road,
Paradise, California 95969

SELF-DIAGNOSIS AND THE ELF

"I purchased an ELF wave generator from Ed Skilling with the
idea of doing some research on my wife, Parkinson's disease, hoping
in some way to improve her condition. At that time I also had, for
the first time in my life, a spinal disc problem, extremely painful,
particularly at night. I checked with an MD and he recommended stay-
ing in bed for several days and prescribed expensive medication.
This I discontinued after the first day because it did not help the
pain and did make me sick!

"It did not occur to me to try the ELF device on my back pain
until the third day. I put one electrode on my hip and the other
above the knee using the earth rate of 7.8 Hertz. I did not like
the effect. It occurred to me to use the pendulum to try to deter-
mine the correct rate for my condition. Suspending the pendulum
above the little black box, I slowly moved the dial up from zero.
At 3.8 the pendulum circled clockwise with intensity and felt a surge
of energy. I left the ELF at that setting and in 25 minutes the pain
was completely gone and I felt an over-all improvement that was more
than the condition I was trying to help! I forgot to mention that I
had also gone to a chiropractor, whose X-rays confirmed the doctor's
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diagnosis. Both agreed that it would take months to get well completely, the MD suggesting that spinal surgery might be necessary.

"When I went to the chiropractor the third time -- while getting such good results with the ELF generator -- he was so surprised he called me to his office after working on my back. 'What have you done besides what I recommended you to do?' When I explained to him what I had been doing, he said, 'You do not have to come back, you know how to solve the problem yourself!'

WHY RADIONICS IS SO COMPARATIVELY SUCCESSFUL

"From this I learned that different areas of the body and perhaps different physical conditions require different frequencies, and that the use of charts as some doctors do -- and hospitals -- are not specific enough to produce the best results. This is why medical statistics always show a percentage of people with complete beneficial results, others with relative or only partial results, and a number with no results at all.

"Proceeding with this idea I put the ELF electrodes over the gall-bladder area and liver, and found with the help of the pendulum that a .8 frequency was indicated. It worked with excellent results so far. My inspiration now is to give my wife three applications a day. One in the area of the cerebellum, another with one electrode in the upper part of the spine and the other on the left hand -- the side most affected -- and the third in her feet. The indicated rate is only .5, and seems to be going well so far, though too early to know for sure."

B.C., Miami, Florida

Barney's self-help program is what borderland research is all about. There are ELF Wave Generator schematics in BSRF 19-A, "EEG Entrainment, ELF Waves, Psychotronic Warfare and Welfare" postpaid, $5.50. Electronic metronomes have variable rates which can be tuned with a pendulum. Perhaps you can find one in a music store. Leads for electrodes for application to the body could be taken off the audio speaker in the metronome. An acceptable substitute, not requiring pendulum tuning, would be the Extension Speaker output of your stereo record or Cassette tape player. Plugging your electrodes into the music would put a random signal into the affected area of your body. Experience proves that this has been effective in some cases. Other cases, of course, may not be susceptible to balanced health. "What cannot be cured has to be endured", says the experienced practitioner.

PULSED COLOR AND M-FIELD AS A CARRIER WAVE

Report on the use of the "Prayer Machine" pictured and described on page 27 of the Sept-Oct Journal: "I have been using my color projector with a very high mantra I got from Dr. Bhattacharya. The lady I broadcast on had soul cleansing; the tears, the forgiveness of herself and others. She had asked me to help her but she didn't know just what I would do. She lives many, many miles from me."
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WOULD-BE ASSASSINS BY THE GROSS

Washington, D.C., March 24 (NSIPS) - "Intelligence sources here report that in the last several weeks between 15 and 18 mentally disturbed persons have been arrested attempting to attack the White House. Only four of the incidents have been publicized. . . The common feature of the reported cases is the insistence of the disturbed person that electrodes are embedded in his brain or that a ray-beam is attacking his brain, and that he must destroy the President to stop the pain caused by the electrodes or ray beams.

"Democratic presidential candidate Lyndon LaRouche commented: 'Apparently, instead of merely a dozen or less would-be assassins of the President sharing the same program as Hinckley back in early 1981, someone is manufacturing the present mass-production run of would-be assassins by the gross today. The 'fingerprints' of the reported cases show that the number of zombies detected thus far are of a variety and number which could be 'manufactured' only by two of the world's psychological warfare services: the London Tavistock Institute and its network of offshoots, or the Soviet KGB.

"'One, or even several such cases could have been produced by agencies with fewer resources, if those agencies employed professional psychiatrists who have been highly trained in the known techniques for such forms of brainwashing. To 'manufacture' and deploy battalions of such unfortunates requires an extensive apparatus.'"

Note that LaRouche is careful not to include American agencies in his indictment, but details of many a domestic "extensive apparatus" are spelled out in Walter Bowart's "Operation Mind Control" and in Donald Bain's "The Control of Candy Jones".

"THE ESSENCE OF THE CABALAH"

In his latest book Associate William Eisen proves that this system of analyzing the Cabalah goes much further than his previous two books: "The English Cabalah, Vol I and Vol II". The real truth of the matter is that the one Cabalah, often referred to as "The" Cabalah, is made up of three independent and yet inter-related component parts: its Tarot aspect, its Hebrew aspect, and its English aspect -- which when combined produce the definite article "The". This seems reasonable when we remember that both the English and Hebrew alphabets, and in all probability even the Tarot itself, were not invented by any one man or even any group of men. They were brought into manifestation solely through a definite evolutionary process within the mind of the Universal Consciousness, of which we are all a part. This cloth-bound tome of 480 pages can be bought for $22.95 from DeVorss & Company, PO Box 550, Marina del Rey, CA 90294.

Our lesson series on the Cabala, described in detail in our 38 page catalog, $2.50 postpaid, is derived largely from or based on the English Cabala of the Golden Dawn of MacGregor Mathers, through Israel Regardie, and of Dion Fortune and her Society of the Inner Light, London, in the early 1900s.
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THE ULTIMATE IN JESUIT SOPHISTY: THE RELIGIOUS RIGHT

"When Clergy and Laity Concerned was formed in 1965 its purpose was to mobilize opposition to U.S. intervention in Southeast Asia. At that time, that was not a popular cause. It was as controversial as speaking out against the Religious Right is becoming today. But CALC is not afraid of controversy. And the issues we tackle are controversial.

"Like the majority of the American people we want a nuclear freeze, but we are aware that the wishes of the American people are not being respected in this matter. We know, too, that the present policies of the country are constantly increasing the dangers of a nuclear war. That is why we are opposed to the growth of the nuclear arms race..." 

"To those of the Religious Right, people who advocate a freeze on nuclear weapons represent a threat to them, are un-American. If it is un-American to be concerned about the quality of human life in this country and throughout the world, then yes, we are un-American.

"If it is un-American to be against the arms buildups that are created primarily to give more power to the military and more hefty profits to arms manufacturers, then yes, we are un-American.

"If it is un-American to be actively working to improve the plight of poverty-stricken women whose lives are being denied basic, fundamental needs by our government while it spends trillions of dollars on the arms race, then yes, we are un-American.

"If it un-American to work valiantly to free the black mayor of a small Mississippi town who was forced out of office and unjustly accused of murder by a bigoted white power structure -- and to prevent the deportation of an anti-apartheid South African poet who sought political asylum here -- then yes, we are un-American.

"If it is un-American to be actively engaged and concerned about such things as human rights and hunger, both here and abroad, then yes, we are un-American.

"But in our view -- and that of millions of others -- what is truly un-American is to fall into the trap that the Religious Right has set for us and to say and do nothing. It is un-American not to criticize your country when your country deliberately does wrong.

"When the United States increasingly plays politics with food -- not only tolerating but supporting oppressive governments that starve their poor, we feel compelled to speak out. Our government gets involved with these oppressive governments because we are assured cheap labor, access to the national resources of these countries, and unopposed exports of agricultural products to the United States. And right here in the United States, while we put trillions into the senseless arms build-up, our own poor get poorer, our own hungry get hungrier. Unless people of good will wake up this Christmas to what is happening and do something to bring about change, these things will continue and grow worse. CALC has initiated programs to get to the sources of these problems."
"Our definitions of 'my brother's keeper', 'faith', 'prayer', 'human life' and 'family' are a far cry from those the Religious Right gives them. And even though their 'God, Guns and Guts' thinking seems simplistic and almost ludicrous, we don't for a moment underestimate just how dangerous the Religious Right is.

"They have their eyes on every position of power in this country. They want to dictate every piece of legislation in this country -- to determine who deserves to have rights -- and who doesn't!"

THE RELIGIOUS WHIPLASH OF FEAR

"The Religious Right has already succeeded in getting many to accept them -- including more and more people in power. And for those of us who do not and will not accept them, they are creating an aura of fear and repression that they hope will prevent us from fighting back. That is why the time is now for the rest of us to speak out. The time is now, this Christmas, to fight social repression and the militarism that is behind their rhetoric. And the organization through which many Americans are doing it is CALC -- Clergy and Laity Concerned. I ask you to join more than 28,000 Americans who give their support to CALC.

"When you do you will be saying something to the Religious Right: 'Yes, I will keep supporting a nuclear freeze. Yes, I will support an end to injustice all over the world. Yes, I will be doing something important to feed the hungry who are crying out for a morsel of food. You'll be saying, 'I care!'"

Rev. John Collins
Clergy and Laity Concerned
198 Broadway, New York NY 10038

THE MAGNETIC CRACK WHERE TIME STANDS STILL

"Globe" Newsmagazine, Jan. 3, 1984: "People who have disappeared without a trace in the Bermuda Triangle are alive and well in another world and will someday reappear no older than when they vanished, claim Roy Wirshing and Peter Cox. They believe most Triangle victims have slipped through a magnetic crack into the mysterious world of the fourth-dimension, where time stands still -- or at least progresses at a vastly slower pace than our own.

"This is a mind-boggling concept to most people,' says Wirshing, a retired teacher in Pompano Beach, Florida, and an expert on the many eerie disappearances in the Triangle -- between Bermuda, Puerto Rico and South Florida. He is writing a book about the 14 Marine airmen who vanished over the Triangle 38 years ago. He adds: 'I believe they will someday re-materialize in our three-dimensional world, having aged not a whit.'

"Cox, a physicist, says the fourth-dimension concept was fore-shadowed by Einstein's theory of relativity and has been proven by astro-physicists. The experts cite the case of the Eastern Airlines plane flying through the Triangle that disappeared from radar scopes.
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and lost radio communication for 10 minutes several years ago. When the plane landed, its pilot and passengers were unaware of the time loss, and puzzled officials found that all timepieces aboard the plane had lost 10 minutes...

"When people are catapulted into that amazing world, time has no meaning, Wirshing says. 'They could be there 10,000 years and be aware of the passage of no more than a few hours or a few days... Some day they find their way back through the crack and back into our world -- or our world a thousand years from now -- totally baffled by what they will find.'"

Wirshing's concept that the dematerialized bodies of the unfortunate victims of the standing wave of the Bermuda Triangle could some day be re-materialized is contradicted by the information received through Page Bryant in 1974. Her research group asked this specific question of the alien dragon people with whom they were talking, through her: "Do you, at this time, have any of the people from the earth who are still alive?"

"No, this was simply taking advantage of an unfortunate situation."

"When you recovered these earth people, were their physical bodies still alive?"

"No... Some died of heart failure, fright. Some lived for a very short while."

"Do any still live?"

"No."

"Did any of them enter the underwater cave alive?"

"Yes."

"Did they see any of your people?"

"No. It is not best. They died shortly afterward."

"Couldn't you have saved them?"

"No, there was no way." (from "Encounters In The Devil's Triangle" by Page Bryant and James Chaplin, a Zebra paperback, 1978)

THE ABSOLUTE NEED FOR DAILY CLEANSING

"A few spare prayers for my total recovery would be appreciated and blessings on you both for the good work you are doing. I succumbed to the illness of bone marrow disease because I overlooked a few of the rules that help one maintain a steady balance. Most of my free time is involved with Radionic Broadcast Therapy. Over the years it has become obvious to me that if one does not keep up the 'cleansing rules' and apply one's self with care, it is possible to catch the diseases that one is trying to drive out of others. I have always known that with Spiritual Healing, such as the Laying-on-of-Hands, that one can get ectoplasmic infection from one's patient; but I did not think this applied to Radionic broadcasting. Now I feel sure
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that it does. I would be very interested to hear if any other Associates that practice this form of 'electronic healing' have had similar experiences. We have had tremendous success with our work, not only with humans but with animals, cows, horses, bulls, horses, dogs, cats, etc., plus plants and trees. Babies seem to respond very quickly to broadcast treatment. Maybe it is because their auric fields are more receptive and not all distorted by adults who get all screwed up with everyday living."

Morris A. Bradley, The Christian Spiritualist Union of New Zealand, 43 Colchester Crescent, Newlands, Wellington, New Zealand

We use the Interwoven Light Ritual several times a day, and have for years, before and after ritual, healing or otherwise. This positive, dynamic re-circulating of the Auric Light breaks any undesirable Aka thread connections you might have made with anything and everything -- as well as breaking up accumulations of thought-forms in your own aura! It is part of the abracadabra of the Cabalistic tradition and we also found it in Wilhelm's translation of "The Secret of the Golden Flower", the Chinese Book of Life. The Interwoven Light exercise is described and illustrated in BSRF No. 24-C: "You Live In Four Worlds", 68 pages, $4.00 postpaid.

"THE OTHER MEANING OF CHRISTMAS" BSRF No. 27, by Riley & Judy Crabb

Everyone who is trying to regenerate himself or herself under the stimulus of Aquarian Age influence is living the Gospel whether he or she realizes it or not! We all have nativity, conversion, baptism of sorrow, transfiguration or upliftment, betrayals and crucifixion; and this five-fold cosmic cycle is repeated over and over again in us as we move through incarnation here on the surface of the earth as we go through the great initiations which free us from the Wheel of Rebirth. Illustrated. 41 pages, postpaid. . . . . $3.00

* * * * * * * * CALIFORNIANS PAY 6% SALES TAX * * * * * * * * * *